Generalizations of Baer *-semigroups called partial Baer *-semigroups and OM-partial Baer "-semigroups are introduced. It is shown that the set of closed projections of a (OM) partial Baer "-semigroup form an (orthomodular) orthocomplemented poset. Conversely (orthomodular) orthocomplemented posets are coordinatized by (OM) partial Baer "-semigroups. It is shown that these coordinatizing semigroups are minimal.
Introduction.
David Foulis [l] has shown that an orthomodular lattice L can be coordinatized by a Baer *-semigroup S. By this it is meant that L is isomorphic to the set of closed projections in 5. Conversely, it is shown in [l ] that the set of closed projections in a Baer *-semigroup forms an orthomodular lattice. Since the time of this result it has been an open question whether a similar coordinization can be given for orthomodular, or still more generally, orthocomplemented posets. This question not only has mathematical interest, but it is important in the axiomatic foundations of quantum mechanics where it is generally agreed that quantum proposition systems form an orthomodular poset. In this paper we prove coordinatization theorems for orthocomplemented and orthomodular posets in terms of a generalization of Baer *-semigroups which we call partial Baer *-semigroups.
We also show that in the present situation there are uniqueness conditions holding. The method of coordinatization is quite different from Foulis' work and is based on a rather simple construction.
2. Partial Baer *-semigroups. Let 5 be a set and RQSXS a relation on 5. iS, R) is called a partial semigroup il there is a map from R into S denoted by (x, y)->xy with the following property: for any x, y, zES such that (x, y), iy, z)ER then (x, yz)ER if and only if (xy, z) ER and in that case (xy)z = x(yz). For conciseness we usually omit the R and call S a partial semigroup. Also for brevity in presentation, products xy may appear in expressions without specific mention that (x, y)ER-A partial semigroup S is a partial involution semigroup if there is a map * from S into S (called an involution) such that x=x** for all xES and if (x, y)ER then (y*, x*)ER with (xy)*-y*x*. A zero is an element o in 5 which satisfies (x, o)ER for all xES and xo = o. Notice that 0*0 = 0 so 0*= (0*0)* = 0*0** = 0*0 = 0 from which (0, x)ER ior every xES and ox = o. Also if a zero exists, it is unique. An element eES is a projection if (e, e)ER and e = ee = e*. The projections of 5 will be denoted by P(S). A partial involution semigroup S with zero is a partial Baer *-semigroup if for every xES there is a projection x'EP(S) satisfying property (B):
(x', y) E R and x'y = y if and only if (x, y) E R and xy = 0.
It is straightforward to show that the projection x' is unique. Notice that a partial Baer *-semigroup is a generalization of a Baer ""-semigroup. In fact, 5 is a Baer *-semigroup if and only if R = SXS. For an example of a partial Baer ""-semigroup that is not a Baer ""-semigroup, let 5 be the set of all rectangular matrices. Identify all the rectangular matrices that have only zero entries and let this class be the zero element. Define multiplication by zero in the natural way and R becomes the set of pairs of matrices that can be multiplied, * the transpose operation, and x' the projection into the null space of the matrix x*.
In the sequel S= (S, R, *,') will denote a partial Baer *-semigroup. We say that eEP(S) is a closed projection if e = e" and denote this set by P'(S). If e, fEP(S) define e-gf if (e, f)ER and ef=e. By taking involutions it follows that egf if and only if (j, e)ER and fe = e.
Lemma 2.1. Let e, fEP(S). (i) ege"; (ii) egf implies f'ge'; (iii) e'EP'(S); (iv) (P(S))' = P'(S).
Proof, (i) Since x'x' =x' we have by property (B) (x, x')ER with xx' = 0 for every xES. Therefore 0 = 0* = x'x* which implies x"x*=x* so x=xx".
In particular e = ee" for every eEP(S) or ege".
(ii). It follows iromegf and//' = o that (e,f), (/,/') and (e, o) = (e,ff')ER.
Therefore (ef,f')ER and 0 = eo = e(ff) = (ef)f' = ef and hence (e',f) ER with/' = e'f. Thus/' ge'. The remaining parts of the lemma are easily established.
Lemma 2.2. Let eEP'(S),xES; then (x,e)ER andx=xeif and only if x" ge; that is, x" is the smallest closed projection that acts as a right unit for x. In particular x=xx".
Proof. First notice that x"EP'(S) by (iv) of Lemma 2.1. Let (x, e)ER with x=xe so that we obtain o = xo = x(ee') = (xe)e'=xe'. Hence e'=x'e' from which e' gx' and x" ge" = e. Conversely since we established x=xx" in the proof of Lemma 2.1 (i), whenever x" ^e we obtain x=xx"=x(x"e) = (xx")e = xe. Corollary 2.3. If x, yES with ix, y)ER then (xy)"^y".
Proof. xy=xiyy") = ixy)y" which implies (xy)"^y".
Corollary 2.4. If xES then x' =x'".
Proof. Since x"x'" = o we have o=x(x"x'") = (xx")x'" =xx'". Hence, x'x'" =x'" and x'"^x'.
The reverse inequality follows from Lemma 2.1 (i).
Let P ={a,b,c, • • • } be a partially ordered set with first and last elements o and 1 respectively.
Recall that P is an orthocomplemented poset if for every aEP there is an a'EP such that (i) a" = a, (ii) a^b implies b'^a', (iii) inf {a, a'} =o.
Theorem 2.5. (P'(S), ^, ') is an orthocomplemented poset.
Proof. We first show that ^ is a partial order on P(S), hence also on P'(S). Clearly e^e for all eEP(S). Also if e^f and f^e then e = ef=f. Finally if e, f, gEP(S) with e£f, fgg then (e, f), (/, g), (e, fg)ER which imply (ef, g)ER and e = ef=e(fg) = (ef)g = eg or that egg. By Lemma 2.1' is a map fromi"(S)
into P'iS) with e = e" for all eEP'(S) and e^f in P'iS) implies f'^e'. Next notice that if /, eEPiS) with f^e, e' then (/, e), if, e')ER and f=fe'= (Je)e' =fiee')=fo = o. Hence, since oo = o* = o, we have oEPiS) and inip(S){e, e'}=o.
Furthermore, since oo' = o we have orgo' which implies o"^o' = o'". Thus o"^o", o'" which implies that o" = o or that oEP'(S). It follows that if eEP'(S) then infP»(S){e, e'}=o.
) is an orthocomplemented poset with first and last elements o and o' respectively. Henceforth we shall let A and V denote the infimum and supremum respectively (when they exist) of pairs of elements of a poset P. If the poset P under discussion is not clear, we shall write Ap or Vp-We next establish some important sufficient conditions for the existence of the infimum of two projections. Lemma 2.6. (i) If e, fEP(S) satisfy (e, f)ER and ef=fe, then eAp(S)f=ef. (ii) If e, fEP'(S) satisfy (e, f)ER and ef=fe, then efEP'(S) and ef = e/\p{S)f=e/\p,{S)f.
Proof, (i) First notice that ef= (ee) iff) = [(ee)f]f= [e(ef) ]f= [e(fe) ]f = («/)7/) and (ef)*=fe = ef which imply efEP(S). In addition ef=e(ff) = (ef)f and ef=(ee)f = e(ef) = (ef)e so efgf, e. Finally if gEP(S) and g^e, f then g = gf = (ge)/ = g(ef) or g^ef. (ii) Since efge, /, by Lemma 2.1 (ii) (ef)"ge, f and hence by (i) (ef)"gef. Applying Lemma 2.1 (i) (ef)g(ef)" and hence efEP'(S). It follows from (i) that ef = eAp>(S)fLemma 2.7. If e, fEP(S) and (e, /), (e, f')ER with ef=fe, then ef=f'e.
Proof. o = eo = e(ff') = (ef)f = (fe)f =f(ef) which implies (ef) =/'(ef). Hence (ef) * =f'e = \f(ef) ] * =f(ef) = ef.
Recall that an orthocomplemented poset P ={a, b, c, • • ■} is orthomodular if the orthomodular law, agb implies b = aV(bAa'), holds. We will show in the next section that P'(S) need not be orthomodular so it is of interest to find a condition on 5 which is sufficient for P'(S) to be orthomodular.
We thus give such a condition. 5 is said to be an OM-partial Baer *-semigroup if it satisfies the following:
(OM) HeJE P'(S) and e g f then (ef f) E R.
In the next section we will show that every orthomodular poset can be coordinatized by an 5 satisfying this condition. Proof, (i) o = e'o = e'(ff) = (e'f)f so that f = (e'f)'f which implies fg(e'f)'. By (OM) ((e'f)', f)ER and hence by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 f(e'f)' = (e'f)'f= (e'f)'/\f. Now suppose qEP'(S) and q g (e'f)'J. Then q = q(e'f)' = (e'f)'q which implies o = (e'f)q = e'(fq) =e'q and q = e"q = eq so qge. In particular (e'f)'fge,f. Next suppose rEP'(S) and rge,f. Then r = e"r and hence o = e'r = e'(fr) = (e'f)r. It follows that (e'f)'r = r so rg(e'f)'. Thus eA/=(e'/)'/-(ii) (e, f)ER implies by (i) that Theorem 2.9. 2/ 5 is an OM-partial Baer *-semigroup, then (P'(S), g, ') is an orthomodular poset.
Proof. We need only show that whenever egf then e\/(ff\e') =/. When egf we have /' ge' so that (/', e')ER-Hence by Lemma 2.8
(ii) (f\/e)Ae'=(fe')"=f and e\/(fAe') =/.
We will show in the next section that (OM) is not a necessary condition for P'(S) to be orthomodular.
Coordinatization
theorems. In the previous section we established only the first part of our primary result, namely that the closed projections of any partial Baer *-semigroup (OM-partial Baer *-semigroup)
forms an orthocomplemented (orthomodular) poset. We also want the converse, that given any orthocomplemented (orthomodular) poset P one can find a partial Baer *-semigroup (OM-partial Baer *-semigroup) which coordinatizes P, i.e., one whose closed projections are order isomorphic in both directions with P with the isomorphism preserving orthocomplementation. We first coordinatize an orthocomplemented poset P. If a, bEP are related (i.e., a^b or b^a) we write ar b and if a and b are orthogonal (i.e., a^b') we write aAb. Theorem 3.1. If P is an orthocomplemented poset then there is a partial Baer ^-semigroup So(P) such that P is isomorphic to P'($0(P))-Proof. Let S"(P) =P and let R = {(a, b): a r b or alb}. ll (a, b) ER define ab = a/\b. We first show that (S0(P), R) is a partial semigroup. To do this it will suffice to show (a, b), (b, c) and (ab, c)ER implies (a, bc)ER since then a(bc) =a/\b/\c = (ab)c. We consider the following cases:
(1) a r b, brc, (af\b)rc. If a^b and a^c then a^b/\c and a r (bAc). If a go and c 5= a then c ^a ^b giving bAc ^a and a r (bAc).
If b^a and &gc then bAc^a and or (bAc). Finally, if b^a and b^c, then c^b^a giving bAc^a and a r (bAc).
(2) arb, brc, (aAb)-Lc. If a^b then a±c and hence aA(bAc).
If b^a then bAc giving bAc = 0 and aA(bAc). (3) bAc. In this case bAc = 0 and a r (bAc)- (4) aAb. In this case aA(bAc). Define a*=a for all aEP-Certainly a** = a and if (a, b)ER then (b*, a*)ER and (ab)* = b*a*. It is clear that 0 is a zero for S0(P). For aE&o(P) define the projection corresponding to a in condition (B) by a'. We now show that S0(P) = (S0(P), R, *, ') is a partial Baer "-semigroup. If (b', a)ER and b'a = a we have b' Aa = a and so aAb.
Hence ( Notice that every element of S0(P) is a closed projection so that P'( §o(P)) = §o(P)-It is clear that P is isomorphic to S0(P) under the identity map a->a.
We call a partial Baer ""-semigroup S for which P'(S) is isomorphic to P a coordinating partial Baer ""-semigroup for P. Notice that we have actually proved the stronger result that an orthocomplemented poset can be coordinatized by a partial Baer ""-semigroup of projections.
At this point it might be well to note that Theorem 3.1 clarifies two comments made in the preceding section. First if one considers a nonorthomodular, orthocomplemented poset P and any coordinatizing partial Baer ""-semigroup 5 for P then P'(S) cannot be orthomodular. Hence the closed projections of an arbitrary partial Baer ""-semigroup need not form an orthomodular poset. Secondly, it is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for So(-P) in Theorem 3.1 to satisfy (OM) is that a, bEP with agb implies cz = 0 or b = 1 or a = b. Thus condition (OM) is not a necessary condition for the closed projections of a partial Baer ""-semigroup to satisfy the orthomodular identity. In fact, it appears quite difficult to obtain an algebraic condition on an arbitrary
Baer ""-semigroup S which would be both necessary and sufficient for P'(S) to be orthomodular.
We shall next coordinatize orthomodular posets with OM-partial Baer ""-semigroups. It is clear from the second comment in the previous paragraph that the construction in Theorem 3.1 will not do. We accomplish this by using the same construction with a stronger relation than R of Theorem 3.1.
For the remainder of this section, P will be an orthomodular poset. We say that a, bEP are compatible, written a &b, if there exist elements ax, bx, cEP which are mutually orthogonal with a = ax\fc and b = bx\fc. Clearly if a and b are related or orthogonal then a <Bb. It can be shown [3] , [4] that a 6 b if and only if a and b are contained in a common Boolean subalgebra of P. Hence if cx 6 6 then a C b', all inf's and sup's exist among a, b, a' and b', and the distributive laws hold for these elements. We will use these facts without further comment. The next lemma has been proved independently by several mathematicians; however, as far as we know, this is the first time it has been published. This implies iaAb)'Ac= [c'V(aA&)]' exists.
We are now ready to obtain the coordinatization of an orthomodular poset. holds. It is clear that the identity map a->a gives the desired isomorphism from P into P'( §i(P))-4. Embedding theorems. In the case of orthomodular lattices a coordinatizing Baer "-semigroup is not unique. Even "minimal" coordinatizing Baer "-semigroups may not be isomorphic. In our case, however, we do have a kind of uniqueness theorem. Let 5 = (5, R, *,') and S = (S, (A, #, °) be partial Baer "-semigroups. We say that S can be embedded in S if there is an injection t'.S->S such that (i) ri?C(R, (ii) rixy) = irx)iry) lor all (x, y)ER, (iii) rx*= (rx)jf for all x£5, (iv) rx' = (tx)° for all x£S. LetS0 = So(P) be the coordinatizing partial Baer "-semigroup constructed in Theorem 3.1. We now show that every coordinatizing partial Baer "-semigroup for P "contains" S0. Before we can get the analogue to Theorem 4.1 for orthomodular posets we need an additional result. Proof. Let (e,f)ER and ef=fe. Applying Lemmas 2.6 (ii) and 2.8 (ii) we have that eAf = ef=(ef)" = (e\/f)Af-Also (e,f)ER implies by Lemma 2.8 (i) that e' A/ and e Af exist. Hence by Lemma 3.2 (1) we have e ef. Conversely, let e ef. We first show (e,f)ERe 6/implies by definition that there exist mutually orthogonal elements ei, fx, dEP'(S) such that e = effd and f =fx\Jd. Therefore egf and (e,f'f) ER with e = ef'x. Also fxgf or fx=fxf=ffx which implies by (OM) and Lemmas 2.6 (ii) and 2.7 that f[f=ffx=f Afx=(fiVd)\/f'x = dAf'i = d. Also e = ex\/d1zd =fxf says that (e,f'xf)ERHence we have (e,f'f), (fu /), (e, f'xf)ER from which (efx,f) = (e,f)ER-By Lemma 2.8 (ii) and 3.2 (1) we have (ef)" =fAege. Applying Lemma 2.2 ef=(ef)e = [(ef)e]* = (ef)*=fe. We also obtain the desired embedding theorem. We let SX = SX(P) be the coordinatizing OM-partial Baer ""-semigroup constructed in Theorem 3.4. gives RiQ(R with the product in SiiP'iS,)) identical with that in S.
Also # and ° in SiiP'iS,)) are as in S so the result is established. Theorem 4.4 can also be proved using the method of Theorem 4.1 and conversely Theorem 4.1 can be proved using the method of Theorem 4.4.
